THE ULTIMATE
GUIDE TO
OFFERING AN HSA
TO YOUR TEAM

From how to determine eligibility to tips to make
transferring a breeze, here's everything you need to know.
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HSA 101

BREAKING DOWN THE HSA
BASICS
HSAs were first introduced in 2003 to help offset out-of-pocket costs that often
come with HDHPs, which had been growing in popularity. And their growth hasn’t
slowed. The average premium for family coverage has increased 22% over the last
five years and 55% over the last ten years, forcing more folks to choose HDHPs to
save. These types of health plans typically have lower monthly premiums, but also
have higher deductibles. The low monthly costs are appealing but can leave a dent
in peoples’ pockets if a small medical emergency pops up.
Enter: HSAs.
One of the reasons we wish more employers and employees would jump on the HSA
train is the unbeatable tax benefits. The HSA is a triple-tax advantaged account,
unlike any other savings account out there. Money goes in pre-tax, grows tax-free
and the pre-tax savings can be spent tax-free on qualified medical items. Plus, it
can be invested!
An HSA-eligible high-deductible health plan can come in most plan forms: PPO,
HMO, POS, and EPO. The HSA-eligibility simply relies on the deductible amount,
which we’ll touch on below. There are also yearly contribution limits to keep in
mind.

$3600
INDIVIDUAL CONTRIBUTION
LIMIT FOR 2021

$7200
FAMILY CONTRIBUTION
LIMIT FOR 2021
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WHAT MAKES EMPLOYEES
ELIGIBLE?

A health plan that has a deductible
that's at least $1,400 for individuals
and $2,800 for families, with out-ofpocket maximums that are at least
$6,900 for individuals and $13,800 for
families.
If you have an HRA, its usually
disqualifying except for: Limited
Purpose HRA, Post-Deductible HRA, or
a Suspended HRA
If you have an FSA, its usually
disqualifying except for: Limited
Purpose FSA, Post Deductible FSA, or a
Dependent Care FSA
If you have a plan with an embedded
deductible, check to ensure each
individual deductible matches the
minimum deductible requirements
($1,400 for 2021)

First and foremost, if they’re not on an
HSA eligible health plan, they can’t
have an HSA. This will depend on their
deductibles and out-of-pocket
maximums
If they’re enrolled in Medicare,
Medicaid or TRICARE, they are not
eligible for an HSA.
Their spouse cannot be enrolled in a
General Health FSA.
If they’ve received non-preventative,
non-service-connected care from the
VA or they receive non-preventative
care through the Indian Health Service,
they’re not eligible for an HSA.
They cannot have an HSA if they’re also
covered by medical insurance and
prescription drug or behavioral health
plans.

BENEFITS OF THE HSA

EMPLOYEE
BENEFITS OF
THE HSA
Not only is it an incredibly flexible,
under-utilized tool for folks to save and
plan for the future, but an HSA is a solid
business decision. Let’s talk about why.

Monthly premiums are cheaper.
Because HSAs tag alongside an
HDHP, people who choose HSAeligible plans will see savings on
monthly premiums. For example,
the average cost of a PPO (most
common plan) is $560 per
month. The average HSA-eligible
HDHP goes for about $405. This
price will obviously vary
depending on what portion of this
the employer covers

An HSA reduces taxable income.
Because HSA contributions often
come straight from payroll, those
funds will never see taxes! That’s
saving your employees a good
sum of money. For example, if an
individual in the 25% income tax
bracket contributes the full
$3,600 in 2021, they will be
saving $900 that would otherwise
be taxed on a paycheck.

The triple-tax advantaged
savings are too good to not
mention again.
Money going into an HSA is pretax, growth by interest is tax-free,
and you can spend HSA dollars
on qualified medical expenses
tax-free. Additionally, any gains
you make while investing your
HSA are tax-free. Imagine all the
savings!
The funds belong to the
employees, forever.
While the employer is managing
the HSA provider, the actual HSA
funds belong to the employee
with no expiration date like other
savings accounts (FSA). There’s
no need to spend it all every year,
and it always rolls over!
It's a retirement account in
disguise.
Yep, you read that right! When
someone turns 65, an HSA
becomes a traditional retirement
account that can be used on
anything, not just medical
expenses.

"The tax benefits and 'forced savings'
associated with HSAs can be very
beneficial. Even a simple $50
contribution to an HSA per paycheck
can create a large balance in the
future. Also, FSA must be spent while
HSA can carry to the next year."
Brian Parmlee, VP,
Barnum Financial

BENEFITS OF THE HSA

EMPLOYER BENEFITS OF
THE HSA
EMPLOYEES
WANT IT
HSAs are a new tool for a
lot of folks in the
workforce and those who
are about to enter it.
Healthcare isn’t getting any
less expensive anytime
soon, so equipping your
people with the best tools
to be successful in
planning for healthcare is
key.

REDUCES
TAXES

LOWERS COST
OF BENEFITS

By using a Section 125
Plan, your business is not
subject to the 7.25%
payroll tax on HSA
contributions that come
directly off paychecks.

Because HSAs are paired
with HDHPs, which are
inherently cheaper plans,
you will save money that
might have otherwise
covered more expensive
health plans. This money
can easily be used to
contribute to your team’s
HSAs!

"As the business owner, offering
HSAs to your team reduces your
health benefits cost and can
lower payroll taxes. Team
members also get tax savings on
their money so you benefit from
morale too. So, an HSA plan will
help both you and your
employee."
- Tammy Maslonis, Owner
McGregor Benefits

BENEFITS OF THE HSA

SWITCHING TO AN HDHP + HSA SAVES THE
BUSINESS $139,831.21 PER YEAR ON HEALTH
INSURANCE EXPENSES, AND LOWERS THE
COST PER EMPLOYEE BY ALMOST $2,000
WHILE PROVIDING THEM LOWER PREMIUMS
AND THE FLEXIBILITY OF AN HSA.

$400,000

$300,000

$200,000

$100,000

$0

Cost of HDHP + HSA

Cost of Existing Plan

How'd we math that? Let’s say you have a 75ee company with 30
employees purchasing individual health insurance (deductible = $2,000)
and 45 purchasing insurance for their families (deductible = $3,750). You,
the employer, contributes 10% of HDHP deductible (~$300) and employees
contribute an average of 50% of their deductible (~$1,600). This example
is based off of California’s ~9% income tax rate for business expenses.

RULES & REGULATIONS

ALL ABOUT
ERISA
ERISA’s purpose is to set minimum
standards for voluntarily established
retirement and health plans in private
industries to provide protection for
individuals in these plans.

“ERISA requires plans to provide
participants with plan information
including important information about
plan features and funding; provides
fiduciary responsibilities for those who
manage and control plan assets;
requires plans to establish a grievance
and appeals process for participants to
get benefits from their plans;and gives
participants the right to sue for
benefits and breaches of fiduciary
duty.”
- Dept of Labor

So what does that exactly mean in nongovernment terms? Essentially, this act holds
employers and plan providers accountable by
defining a “fiduciary” as anyone who has
some form of control over retirement and
health plans and their assets. In this case,
anyone who is capable of providing
investment advice to employees is
considered a “fiduciary,” therefore making
them liable for giving advice and someone
listening to it.

SO WHAT DOES THIS
HAVE TO DO WITH
HSAS?
Because HSAs are a vehicle for investing and
retirement planning, they can be subject to
ERISA. According to SHRM, if your HSA
program were subject to ERISA, you would
have to:
File form 5500s annually with the
Department of Labor (DOL)
Provide a written plan document and
summary plan description
Follow DOL claims procedures
Offer COBRA continuation coverage

RULES & REGULATIONS

HOW DO I
MAKE SURE
MY HSA IS
EXEMPT
FROM
ERISA?
It’s quite simple, actually! Just
remain diligent and check all of these
boxes:
Employee contributions must be
totally voluntary.
You cannot limit your employees’
ability to transfer funds to
another HSA.
Do not limit or conditionalize how
employees use their HSA funds.
Avoid making any and all
suggestions on investment
decisions.
Do not communicate or represent
that your HSA plan is subject to
ERISA.
You, the employer, cannot receive
any form of compensation related
to the HSA plan.
See, it’s not that bad to keep
everyone involved in the clear!

WHAT'S A SECTION 125
CAFETERIA PLAN?
You’ve probably heard this phrase in
some form or fashion. This is a key
part of HSA planning if you want to use
an HSA as a means to reduce your
business’ costs.
The Section 125 plan gives employees
the opportunity to contribute a portion
of their wages pre-tax into a
designated account, which in turn,
reduces their individual taxable income
as well as the employer’s FICA liability,
federal income and unemployment
taxes, as well as state unemployment
taxes where it may be applicable.
It’s important to note that if you do
choose to use a Cafeteria plan,
employers must reduce employee’s
pay by the deferral amount and
contribute that money directly into
their HSA. This is also subject to
nondiscrimination laws, meaning the
plan must not favor employees with
higher compensation or other “key”
employees.
If providing an HSA to your employees
is part of reducing the cost of payroll
taxes, then offering a Section 125
Cafeteria Plan is the way to do so.

FINDING AND LAUNCHING A NEW HSA

HOW TO
CHOOSE THE
RIGHT HSA
PARTNER
We can all agree that not only do your
employees want/expect the best, but
they deserve the best, too! HSAs are
incredibly important tools for your
team’s healthcare planning and
spending experience, so there’s a good
amount of thought that needs to go into
choosing the right provider.
“When looking for an HSA
administrator you want to find a way
to reduce time investment and fees
while maximizing functionality and
ease for employees. If you are
partnering with a vendor for other
solutions that also offers HSA
administration, that can greatly reduce
the time needed managing vendors. For
employees, if the HSA is easy to use and
understand it will come with a much
greater long term participation rate.”
- Michael Roloson, PEOFocus.com

WHAT TO CONSIDER:
Individual fees: How much money per
employee do you want to spend?
Employer fees: Are there fees that only
apply to the employer? Are there
monthly, quarterly, or yearly fees that
you sign a contract for?
HSA Investing: Does the HSA
administrator have investing baked into
their product experience? Is it simple,
trustworthy and easy for your
employees?
Modernization: Is the app experience
streamlined, modern, and
understandable so your employees feel
empowered to actually use their HSA?
Customization: Is it important to you
that the administrator allows for any
branding opportunities within the app so
that it aligns with your company brand?

You can check out
how the most popular
HSAs ladder up
against each other at
The HSA Report Card.
Spoiler alert: First
Dollar is in the top 3
best HSAs for
spenders and
investors!

FINDING AND LAUNCHING A NEW HSA

GETTING
STARTED
WITH YOUR
NEW HSA
Now you’ve picked the best option for
your people, and it’s time to ensure
they’re in-the-know and feel empowered
to use it!
The first thing to know is that
employees can have as many HSA
accounts as they want, as long they’re
not exceeding yearly contribution limits
across them all. So offering no transfer
at all is always an option, but they
might encounter maintenance fees if
the account is no longer employersponsored.

Rollover Transfers
According to the IRS, a rollover
into a new HSA account can be
done once every twelve months.
This process includes working
with the former HSA custodian to
either 1) send the employee a
check with all of the funds or 2)
transfer all of the funds into a
personal bank account. From
there, the employee can deposit
the money into their new HSA.
Trustee-to-trustee transfer:
These can be done as many times
as needed, unlike the rollover.
Simply ask the new provider for
the correct trustee-to-trustee
transfer forms, fill out the
information, and let them take
care of it! The transfer amount
does not count toward your yearly
contribution limit, so don’t fret
about that.
Please note: These transfer experiences vary
by HSA provider, but should all be relatively
similar across the board. We will admit, First
Dollar makes it pretty painless (wink wink,
nudge nudge).

FINDING AND LAUNCHING A NEW HSA

HELP YOUR
EMPLOYEES
FUND THEIR
HSAS
We briefly touched on this while
discussing rules and regulations, but
the way folks fund their HSA is
important to them and your business.
There are three different directions you
can go depending on your choice to go
with a Section 125 Cafeteria Plan.
Employee after-tax contributions: No
Cafeteria Plan needed here. Leave it up to
your employees to contribute to their
HSAs post-tax. While this avoids the need
for a Cafeteria Plan, this route might not
drive the most usage or engagement with
an HSA.
Employee pre-tax contributions: This is
where the Cafeteria Plan comes in.
Employees opt-in to a certain amount of
their paycheck going directly to their HSA
and they avoid payroll taxes. You, the
business, also see tax advantages with
this option. It also leads to greater
utilization since it’s basically free money
for healthcare every paycheck.
Employer-funded contributions: This
route does not need a Cafeteria Plan,
either. Employers are allowed to make
direct payments to employee HSAs as
long as amounts are comparable across
employees. Especially when this is paired
with employee pre-tax payroll
contributions, HSA utilization and
engagement should be high.

HSA PARTICIPATION

HOW TO GET
YOUR
EMPLOYEES
TO
PARTICIPATE
This is arguably the toughest part of the
process because it is somewhat out of
the employers’ hands, but that’s ok!
We’re here to guide you and your
employees to HSA success. A key in
helping your employees is to first
understand that discussing healthcare
and finances is probably not very high
on their to-do lists.
Contribute to their HSA:
Offering employer contributions in
addition to what they’re
contributing is key in driving
participation. To them, it is
essentially free money. Simply just
knowing that their company cares
enough to contribute to their
healthcare is reason to pay
attention and learn more about their
HSAs.
Provide education
This is more on your HSA provider
than it’s on you, but important
nonetheless. When you give your
employees the knowledge they
need to navigate an HSA and feel
empowered to use one, you’ll see
more participation.

Health-related incentives
There has been a rise of HSAincentivisation as of late. This can
look like a handful of different
things, but a good example is
contributing a certain amount of
money for getting their yearly
physical. To make sure this doesn’t
trigger ERISA (as discussed above),
incentives must be offered to every
employee equally.
Host a financial wellness week
Bring awareness to the power of an
HSA through a designated week of
sharing resources, case studies,
personal stories and expert
commentary on healthcare
spending and planning with HSAs.
It’s a powerful way to open the eyes
of employees to just how much an
HSA can do for them.
HSAs are not FSAs!
This distinction is absolutely key.
HSA funds belong to the individual,
forever. This fact alone empowers
people to take charge of how they
spend and save for healthcare,
because the HSA is a long-term
asset. Drive this point home with
your people.

"Beyond the additional incentives that
some groups put in place such as point
systems or fund matches, it is the
educational piece that makes employees
feel comfortable knowing what they are
getting into and whether or not it will
work for them.”
-Michael Roloson, Founder of PEO
Focus

HSA PARTICIPATION

HOW TO GET YOUR
EMPLOYEES TO PARTICIPATE

Provide clear examples
Giving real-life examples of how an
HDHP + HSA works will help
employees see just how valuable the
plan can be.

Push an HSA as a savings tool
Remind folks that they don’t have to
use these funds on healthcare if they
don’t have many healthcare costs right
now. That money can sit there and
grow tax-free and be utilized as a
savings + investing tool toward their
future.

HSAs double as a retirement account
As mentioned earlier, an HSA becomes
a traditional retirement account when
the user turns 65. The funds can be
used on anything! When paired with a
401(k), your employees can really boost
their retirement plan. This is a huge
driving factor for folks considering an
HSA.

The best way to increase participation is to
provide an educational launch to the entire
workforce via benefit presentation, providing
resources of HSA setup and guidance throughout
the year, and reintroducing the HSA with each
open enrollment season with other company
benefits. Some employers also may provide
contributed more to the High Deductible medical
plan premium vs a traditional medical copay
plan so employees would find the HDHP/HSA
more appealing to enroll in.
- Nichelle Jones, Jones Health and Benefits
LLC

READY TO UPGRADE YOUR HSA?

LET'S CHAT.
PRISMAINC.COM
sales@firstdollar.com
firstdollar.com

